Swedbank Robur’s Position Paper
Gambling

Background and application

This document outlines Swedbank Robur’s position on
corporate responsibility within the gambling sector. We
apply this position paper in connection to investments
and in our dialogue with companies.

Basis of values

Swedbank Robur’s Policy for Responsible Investment and
Swedbank Robur’s Principles for Shareholder Engagement stipulate that corporate responsibility within the
area of sustainability should be aligned with the principles of the UN Global Compact, which are based on international standards for human rights, working conditions,
the environment/climate and business ethics. Swedbank
Robur has a responsibility to act on these matters in
the interest of our customers. Swedbank Robur also
signed the Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI),
which commits us to adopt and implement isustainability
principles. Our position is based on Swedbank AB’s sector
guideline concerning gambling. We rely also on current
legislation and voluntary guidelines for responsible
gambling and marketing that have been adopted by trade
associations such as the Swedish Trade Association for
Online Gambling (BOS) and the Swedish Gambling
Association (SPER).

Starting points

This position paper refers to companies that provide
gambling services to private individuals – for example,
casino, bingo, poker, sports betting, odds and scratch
cards – physically, online or via mobile devices where the
main purpose is gambling for money or for the value of
money. Gambling is a form of entertainment. However,
gambling for money can have adverse consequences for
users who have trouble limiting their gambling or who
develop an addiction. Pathological gambling was introduced in the Social Service Act (Swe: Socialtjänstlagen)
as of 2018, comparable with other forms of addiction.
Globally, approximately 90 percent of gambling is done
offline, and 10 percent online. The share of online gambling is increasing, which offers opportunities as well as
challenges for players and gaming operators. Digital tools
can provide better customer awareness and facilitate
traceability of the source of the money spent in gambling.
However, gambling can go unnoticed for family members
and society in digital environments and increase the risks,
particularly for vulnerable groups such as children and
young persons.
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To act in regulated markets and choose licensed business
partners are ways for companies to reduce the risk of
adverse social effects. Clear information about support
and help in gambling environments and the possibility for
users to oversee and limit their own gambling can give a
better sense of security for users and their families. It can
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also improve the gambling experience and better enable
the individual to gamble for entertainment purposes at
viable levels. Investments in IT security, customer awareness, AML and gambling safety can lead to better internal
controls and expand the company’s risk-prevention
efforts. In turn, this can lower costs for fraud and sanctions to problem gamblers, while providing a better work
environment for employees.

Our view of companies’ responsibility in
the gambling sector
We believe that companies that develop and supply
gambling for money have a responsibility to advocate
legal, healthy, balanced gambling and to actively counter
gambling addiction and all forms of economic crime. We
believe that these companies should demonstrate good
insight in the risks associated with gambling and understand the challenges it presents in various markets.

We view it as fundamental that companies:
Show good understanding for social risks associated 		
with gambling for money.
Actively take a stand against unlicensed gambling.
Operate in regulated markets.
Encourage suppliers and subsidiaries to operate in
regulated markets.
Possess and maintain the necessary licenses in markets
where they operate.
Integrate gambling ethics principals in their business 		
strategies and daily work.
Actively work to prevent gambling addiction. Follow 		
industry standards for responsible marketing.
Report information about their responsibility agenda in
an open and transparent manner.
Cooperate to develop a sound and sustainable gambling
industry.
We view it as valuable if companies:
Primarily offer games that have a documented low risk
of harm.
Share information with stakeholders about progress 		
in gambling safety; how they act on.incidents; and 		
their measures against gambling addiction and
economic crime,
In their public reporting, present a relevant and
impartial picture of the harmful effects of gambling,
the company’s position in these matters and the risks in
own operations.
Actively contribute to industry networks and comply 		
with industry-wide principles for gambling safety and 		
responsible marketing.
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Measures to manage risks:
Conduct systematic, preventive efforts and apply good
internal controls to prevent the adverse effects and 		
harm related to the use of the company’s products.
Supply tools that help customers enjoy safe gambling in
all markets.
Monitor gambling patterns and take action when
customers overstep their own or the operators’ limits.
Draft and implement policies for responsible marketing.
Apply criteria for safe gambling and responsible
marketing in their offering.
Regularly review agreements with advertisers and 		
partners to ensure integration of responsible gambling
issues and follow up deviations against principles that 		
have been adopted.

Analyse all products in terms of safe gambling.
Continuously evaluate the exposure of products and 		
marketing to particularly vulnerable groups such as
children, young people and socio-economically weak 		
groups.
Use financial and non-financial targets to monitor
the results in safe gambling.
Actively contribute to research and development, and
greater knowledge about gambling behaviour and safe
gambling.
Take part in national and international initiatives aimed
at developing industry-leading procedures within
gambling safety.

Further information
United Nations Global Compact: Ten Principles for Human Rights, Labour Rights, the Environment, and
anti-corruption
UN Guiding principles on Business and Human Rights
International Labour Organization (ILO) standards, conventions and recommendations
The FATF Recommendations - global standards against money laundering and terrorist financing
Industry specific:
The Swedish Gambling Association (Sper) – ethical guidelines for responsible gambling and marketing of
gambling (Swe: Etiska riktlinjer för spelansvar samt marknadsföring av spel).
The Swedish Trade Association for Online Gambling (BOS)
European Gaming standards
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European Betting & Gaming Association standards – complement licensing requirements imposed by online
gaming regulators in different jurisdictions in the EU
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